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ABSTRACT

Under the assumption that the EU(3) symmetry is 'broken down by the

strong and electromagnetic interact ions,a phenomenological theory of the

CaMbbD angle 8 is proposed. In t h i s theory the angle 6 i s fixed,linking

together the Cabibbo rotation in the SU(3) space and complete SU(3)

breaking consisting of both the SU{3) Hftmiltonian and vacuum non-invarianees.

A9Burning that the value of 6 is zero in the soft-pion l imit aafl t ha t , in

thiB l imi t , the only forces responsible for the isotopic symmetry creaking are

the usual photonic forces,ve shou tha t the usual electromagnetic interactions

can contribute to the value of 9 only through the non-vanishing vacuum

expectation value of a certain scalar f ield.

Within the framework of the (3,3) + (3,3) chiral symmetry-breaking

model and through the use of th<.' experimental value of the ra t io

I"(K •* uv)/r(it •* uv), the presented Cabibbo angle theory predicts tbe value

sin6 e 0.25 which i s in good agreement vith experiment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the successful Cabibbo proposal concerning the structure

of the phenomenological veak hadronie current J. (v ** 0,1,2,3)) it became

apparent that the SU(3) scheme furnishes a unified picture for describing

both the weak and electromagnetic interactions using the notion of currents.

In this' approach the weak and electromagnetic interactions of hadrons are

described by octets of the vector Ĵ 1 and the axial-vector Jy (i • 1,2,..
ll

currents. Explicitly, Cabibbo has proposed

T -

.6)

(l)

where the phenomenological parameter (Cabibbo angle) 6 is used to describe

relations between processes with AS » 0 and processes with AS • 1 . The

value of 6 fa 15° accounts for the experimental suppression of strangeness-

changing decays relative to decays which conserve strangeness.

With the aid of the assumption that

octets it is easy to rewrite Eq.(l) as follows:

belongs to the SU(3)

*;
where F_ is the SU(3) generator. It is easily seen then that the weak

u S)

hadronie current JJ* .combined with the current algebra hypothesis , fulfills

the Gell-Mann algebraic version of the universality of strength of weak

interactions. The universality requires the Cabibbo angle 9 to be the

same for the vector and axial-vector currents, but evidently the universality

does not fix this common angle.

Relations (l) and (2) show that the parameter 6 defines an angle

between the vector pointed along the (l + 12) axis and the vector pointed

along the ĴJ direction in the SU(3) space. So, in order to fix the Cabibbo

angle one should distinguish the direction (1 + 12) from the weak Interaction

direction J? . To do this,it 1B necessary to break down the SUC3) synmetry

in such a way that the {1 + 12) direction in the SU(3) space is physically

picked out . In fact,in the case of exact SU(3) synmetry limit,there is

no physically picked out direction in SU(3) space and one can perform any
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rotations In this space without Changing physics. Thus, the Cabibbo angle

is not fixed and should be arbitrary in this case.

There have been many attempts (using various JcindB of

assvmptions concerning the possible interplay between interactions) to fix

and to compute the CablTabo angle by linking together the veak hadronic current

(or the Cabibbo rotation as i t Is seen from Eq.. (2)) and the Interactions

responsible for the treaidovn of the SU(3) symmetry. Some of these

investigations ->)~'> lead to the result that the value of 6 Is zero in the

world vith zero pion masses. This result has also been used as a starting

assumption in other attempts ' ' » 1 3 ) ~ 1 ' ) to calculate the value of 6 .

These examples shov that the hypothesis that weak interactions conserve

strangeness ( i .e . 6=0) in the soft-plon limit ( i .e . m̂  - 0) is a

reasonable assumption.

In our previous papers this idea concerning a connection

between the pion mass and the Cabibbo angle has been formulated in a nev

way with the aid of an assumption of SU(3) non-Invarianee of the vacuum.

The purposes of the present paper are: i) to discuss In greater aetail the

Bcheme suggested in our previous papers * (Sees.II and I I I ) ;

I l) to generalize this scheme also to the case when electromagnetic forces

are present (Sec.IV) ; i l i ) within the framework of the popular (3,1) + (3,3)
181

ehlral symnetry-breaXing model we shall try to find the presented Cabibbo

angle theory prediction concerning the value 6 (Eec.V). Under the reasonable

assumption that the vacuum is approximately (but not exactly) EU(3) in-

variant and through the use of the experimental value of the ratio

T(K •• uv)/r(TT •+ IJV) * ' we shell calculate this prediction to be sinS = 0.25

which is in very good agreesaent with experiment . In Sec.VI some

conclusions are drawn*

I I . THE DIRECTION OF THE SU(3) VIOLATIONS

How we shall Investigate the question concerning SU(3) symetry

breaking vhlch is essential for picking out the (1 + 12) direction in the

SU(3) space. From the theoretical point of viev i t seecs clear that the

answer to this question is in an application of the Col?r.an and Goldstone

theorems. The Colennn theoren states that the symcetry of the vacuuis

Is also the symmetry of the Kaeiltonian while the opposite is per.ern.lly cc".

true because of the Goldstone theorem *" • If the Ho^iltoniar. i s , for

example, SU(3) symmetric then,due to Goldstone's theorem, the TSCLUS enn s t i l l

have lover symmetry, e.g. only SU(2] svmetry.
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In order to specify these statements let us suppose for a while

that the only exact symmetry of the vacuum Is the SU-C2) x UL(l) subsymmetry

of SC(3), i.e.

F. if t .

(3)

where T^ = I d3x J± (1-1,2 8} are SU(2) generators. We see that

relations (3) explicitly distinguish the (l + 12) direction from the (I* + 15)

in the sense that matrix elements of the charges F 1 + i 2
 ani Fli+i<s •'between>

for instance, vacuum and hadronic states are distinguished. In such a way
of

Eqs.(3) give us the possibility^fixing the Cabibbo angle regardless of whether

all the vector currents jV (i = 1,2,...,6) ar.•e conserved or not. Hovever,

if the vacuum is exactly EU(3) invariant, i.e. F,|0> = 0 for any 1 • 1,2,...
Si)

then due to Coleman's theorem there is no EU{3) breaking at all and so the

relative orientations of vectors in SU(3) epace is physically irrelevant.

In this case, i.e. when the vacuum is exactly SU(3) symmetrical, any correct

theory of the Cabibbo angle should not fix the value of 8 . Thus, an

assumption concerning SU(3) non-invariance of the vacuum should be (explicitly

or implicitly)involved in a theory which nust fix the value of the Cabibbo
12)

angle. The possible "SU(3) Uniting" value of 6 can only be fixed and

found If the Hamiltonlan of the system Is SU(3) symmetric (i.e. vector

currents j|r are conserved) but the vacuum IB not SU(3) invariant (i.e.

SU(3) symmetry is spontaneously broken).

In the following it will be sore convenient to formulate theBe ideas

In another vay, through the vacuum expectation values of an octet of scalar

fields e. (i = 1,2,...,8). So, let us assume the existence of such an octet

< with the familiar transformation properties

where the SU(3) structure constants fj ,fc are antisymmetric. Taking the vacuum

expectation values of '.i*.'1*) v» Imedlately obtain the following results.

1) If the vt'-̂ jr. is exactly £U{3) Invariant, i.e. ?1|o> = 0 for any

1 = 1,2,..., 3 , --:.-ir. <Co]<,\oy ' 0 for any 1 - 1 , 2 , - . . ,8 . In this case,



due to Coleman'B theorem , the vector currents jV , 1 « 1 ,2 , . . . ,8 , are

also conserved.

2) If the vacuum is only 51^(2) x Uy(l) symmetrical,then from

Eqs.(3) and (It) i t follows that <^0|K lO> = 0 for i = 1,2.. . . ,7 and

<0|c8 |0_> is arbitrary.

if Fjo)

1

3) If the only exact symmetry of the vacuum is VT (1) x Uv(l) , i.e.

33
0 , then <^0[*c±10> * 0 for i = l,2,lt,5,6,7, but

can be arbitrary.1O> ana

Thus, if at least one of the values ^olcjjo^ is not equal to zero,

then the vacuum is SU(3) non-invariant. For exaople, the relations

<0\
(5)

imply that the vacuum tB SU{3) non-invariant and that the only exact symmetry

of the vacuum can be the £IL(2) * U^d) sub symmetry. In other words,the

physical hftdronlc states can form, only the isotopic exactly degenerated

multiplets vlth the definite hypercharge 1 tut they cannot form exact SU(3)

multipiets,although these states can s t i l l form approximate SU(3> multiplets.

In accordance with this ve also assume that the vector currents jjj are not

al l conserved, i . e . the physical Hamiltonian is not EU(3) symmetrical. We

shall return to this point in the following section.

It is vorth noting here that In order to guarantee also the breakdown

of the isotopic symmetry of the vacuum ( i . e . splitting of SU (2) multiplets)

one should assume the relations

0.

Thus, relations (5) (or (6)) have been shown to b? sufficient for the vacuum

to be SU(3) (or SlljtS)) non-invariant, and in such a way these relations

can be thought of as requirements needed for fixing the direction of SU(3)

violations ana for fixing the Cabibbo angle.

-5-

III. IKE SU(3) BREAKING AHD THE CABIBBO AHGKE

Consistently vith. EIJB,(5) ve shall asBume the reaiistic hadronic

Eamiltonian E to be of the form:

. H.*}*> (7)

where Ho is SU(3) symmetric and <„ Is supposed to be the eighth component

of the scalar octet K± (i •= 1,2,...,8). The parameter g in Eq.(7) is used

to describe the "portion" of Kg which is needed for Hemlltonian (T) to be

the actual strong interaction HBiniltonian. So, it should give us physical

masses of nadrons, for example, the pseudoscBlar meson masses must be given

in the form:

<Ki3CtlK> ,
(8)

and the ground—state matrix element of the Hamiltonian (7) must be equal to

zero, i.e.

(9)

The ether portion of the same Kg , for instance EQKg (where g + g)

Instead of gKg in Eq.{7) and with the same portion of HQ , Ehould represent

the different non-physical Hamiltonian H . of the form:
non-ph

*
(10)

We shall assume that the Haniltonia» (10) describes such a non-physical world

in vhieh pions have zero masBes, i . e .

(ID



I t i s e a s i l y seen from Eqs.CT,) and (10) tha t the t r a n s i t i o n from the

non-physical t o the physical vorld i s supposed to be achieved simply by adding

a small por t ion of Kg (belonging to the same sca la r octe t K.) t o the non-

physical Hamiltonian (10) . This i s one of the simplest assumptions vhich

have already been used within the framework of the (3,3) + (3,3) ch i r e l

symmetry-breaking msdel *

Sow ve sha l l f ix the Cabibbo angle with the help of Eqs.(5) and by

requir ing tha t the matrix element of H , between the ro ta ted ground
?iflF 21BF non-ph

s t a t e s <0 | e~ f and e TJ0*> be equal to zero , o r , in f ac t ,

equal t o the value (9 ) . Mathematically, t h i s requirement i s as follows:

(o\e h> =

15) ,16)

(IE)

where exp(2i6F~) is the same Cabibbo rotation which generates the complete

weak hadronic current (see Eq.(2)). Because the portion of SU(3) singlet

(i.e. H ) is, by construction, the same in the Hamlltonians (7) and (10) and

since the SU(3) generator F commutes with RQ , we have from Eq,.(j.2):

ujc
(13)

I t should be s t ressed here tha t Eq.( l2) (or Eq,(13>) can fix the angle 6

only if i t i s combined with requirements (5)- In fac t , since the following
16)

relation :

+ j (<-

is valid, then combining Eqs.(5) and (13) ve obtain

= o (15)

So, if the vacuum is exactly Sl'(3) im-ariant, then <C 01 tcg 10 > = 0 w i v e see

from Eq.(l5) that the angle 6 is n3t fixed aad can be arbitrary as i t should

be in this case. Hovever, assuming the validity of EHS.(5) ( i . e . ^ ; l * g | 0 > ^ 0)

ve obtain:

(16)

from Eq.(15).

The present theory of the Csbibbo angle accounts also for the SU(3)
limitingvalue of the parameter 9 . This value can actually be fixed if
<[" 0| Kg|O ^ ^ 0 hut g = 0 , i . e . only if the SU(3) symmetry limit
corresponding to the eight conserved vector currents (3 jV = 0) aanifestE
i tse l f through the existence of a masBless 0 Goldstone meson with the
isospin I " j - . In this case Eq.(l6) gives us the desired SU(3) limiting
value of the Cabibbo angle in the form tan 6 = 2 . ' *

We should like to mention here that since,in comparison vith the
experimental value of 6 «sl5°, the SU(3) symmetric value (6 * 51*.?0) is too
large,i t seems to us that this result contrasts vith the idea that SU(3) symmetry
limit could be realized in the Ooldstone manner . Instead, this reBi£Lt
seems to support the genuine Gell-Mann idea J > 3 ' ' that the SU(3) symmetry
limit should manifest itBelf through the existence of exactly degenerate
SU(3) hadronic multiplets.

In the case of the non-realistic world described by the Hamiltonian
(10) ( i . e . g = g ) Eq.(l6) gives 8 * 0 and vice versa. Thus any assumption
concerning properties Of such a non-physical world represents a subsidiary
condition which contains extra information about a possible dynamical origin of
the parameter 6 . Many previous considerations suggest that the zero
value of 6 is fixed in the case of zero pion masses, i . e . if Eq.(ll) holds.
This, in fact, proposes that there exists the same mechanism which introduces
both the non-zero pion masses and the strangeness non-conservation in vealc
processes ( i . e . 9 f 0). Such a kind of assumption Is not, of course, t r iv ia l
at a l l , and at the level of the presented phenomenoloeicol Cabibbo angle theory
this assumption can only be tested a poEteriori through a calculated value of
6 .

To calculate the value of 6 from Eq.(lfi) we must find first the ratio
g/g. of Eymetry-fc--»ai-.ir.f paraaeters.Slnce !l Is the SU(3) singlet and Kg ia
the eighth component of the SU(3) octet, the Wigrier-Eckart theorem gives (in the
approximation of EU(3) vacuum invariance)



and

(17)

for matrix elements between TT and K meson states. Then, combining Eqs.(S),

(11) and (IT) ve obtain

s- - / - i v£ ,

where m and EL. are the 7r and K meson masses. Thus, from Eq.(lfi) we

have

1 s - ™r
(19)

which gives sin6 «0.27 in reasonable agreement with experiment
20)

IV. THE CABIBBO AHGLE IN THE PHEOEHCE OF FLECTROMAONETISM

Now we shall generaliiejconsiderations of the previous section by taking

into account also the breakdown of the isotopif: symnetry- Thus ve shall consider

the validity of Eqs.(6), and consistently vith them we shall assume the

realistic Hamiltonlan in the fora

H - H, (20)

where the SU^) symmetric p a r t HQ + g<g i s giver, by Eq.(7) and the p a r t

r.'K-. + H breaks the iao top ic symmetry dovn t o UT ( l ) * U v ( l ) s-j"bsy=netry.
_1 em i -a 1

The terra H is used to descriti; the usual photonic forces vhile the tadpole-
em

Hke term g'< is assumed to b* the third component of the scalar octet K^ .

In the Hwiltonian (20) the term g'<3 is introduced in analogy vith the

c,u, term,the introduction of which (within the frn.Tevork of the (3,3) + (3,3)

chiral symmetry-breaking nodel) scens to be necessary for the explar.ation or

the Cabibbo angle value ° ' ~ ° ' , n - 3it decsy 2 6 and the electromagnetic

na.33 differences . So, Haniltonian (20) is S'-irj-csei to be as general as

possible.

-9-

On the other hand, the investigations concerning the Cabibbo angle '" '

show that in the soft-pion llalt (i.e. m^ = 0) the term e,u, and angle 6

vanish together, and it has also been shown that the soft-pion

technique result for the electromagnetic mass difference of pious is in good

agreement with experiment. Thus,this seems to suggest that the only forces

vhich are responsible for the isotopic symmetry Breaking in the soft-pion limit

are the usual photonic forces corresponding to the photonic part H of
ejn

the Hamiltonian. So, we shall assume that in the presence of forces which

break down the 5^(2) symmetry, the soft-pion limit Hamiltonian (10) is

modified only by aading the photonic interaction part H to Eq.(lO), i . e .

U*
(21)

Since the Cabibbo rotation belongs to U-spin transformations, and because H

is a scalar to the U-spin space, Eq.(l2) used for Hamiltonians (21) and (20)

gives

(22)

where ve have used the reasonable assumption that the portion of e I j

on the right-hand side is cancelled by the same portion of ^0 |H e m | 0^ on

the left-hand side of Eq.(22). Vith the aid of. relations (6) and (lU)

we can rewrite Eq.(22) as follows:

- < -
(23)

where 6 • ^ O I K J 0 ^ ^<s.°lKe'°';' ' Relation (23) represents generalization

of Eq.(l6) in the presence of eltctromapnetism. To shov this more

transparently we add a zero in the form

to the right-han-u ::.im of Eq.(23), and then after some manipulations we obtain

-10-



L

[ff (<-*)-£*'] rT-/s ' (2k)

which i s a desired r e s u l t .

We see t ha t the Cabibbo angle 6

breaking parameters g/g0 , g ' /g^ and &

depends exp l i c i t l y on symmetry-

. However, the usual photonic

interact ion contribution to the value of 8 i s not e x p l i c i t l y involved in

Eq.{2U). This in te rac t ion can contr ibute to the value of 6 only impl ic i t ly

through the non-vanishing vacuum expectation value (tadpole) S.O|K | 0 ^ .

V. THE (3,3) + (3,3) CHTRAL SYMMETRY-BEEAKING MODEL AHD THE CABIBBO
ANGLE VALUE

In the context of the presented Cabibbo tingle theory ve shal l nov

invest igate the question of how ve i l the simple and in te res t ing . (3,3) + (3,3)

chi ra l symmetry-breaking model works. In t h i s model s t a r t i ng fron the

most general hadronic Hamiltonian density * *

(25)

vhere # Q is SU(3) * SU(3) syBmetrlc and the fields

(3,3) + C3,3) representation, £q.( 2b) becoaes

belong t o the

c/ + rr fi

(261
vhere nov 6 - < 0 | u 3 ( 0 > / < 0 | U g | 0 > .

I t is worthwhile to note here the following interesting special cases

of the general formula (26).

a) The SU(3) symmetry i s 'broken down but the isotopic ^ ( 2 )

symBetry is preserved, i . e . <Otu 3 | 0> - 0 and d = 0 . Then Eq.(26)

gives
15)

(27)

-11-

Patting the O!0R value c ae-0.69 *l? «t -1.25 ^ into E4.C27) ve obtain

sinB c« 0.2T in reasonable agreement vith experiment
£0)

8)b) Helation (27) vas first derived by Oakes "' under the

assumption that the hadronic Hamiltonian (25) also breaks the isotopic

symmetry (i.e. d * 0), and that the parameters c and d fulfill the

special .constraint in the form d «= -(c + ", ' / ) / 1/5" • We see that, in fact,

this constraint makes Eq.s.(26) and (27) e dvnlent,regardless of the

value of but such a constraint d'v ̂ not seem to be well satisfied 23),27)

c) The strong interaction Hamiltonian (25) is SUj-(2) invariant

(i.e. d » 0),but B ̂  0 as a possible consequence of the presence of the

usual photonic forces vhich can make a corresponding tadpole ^oSujlO^ £ 0

In this case from Eo..(26) we obtain

(23)

term
Case (c) is very interesting because no tadpole-like jj e u, is assumed

to contribute to the value of 6 in Eq.(28). We see from El.(28) that in

order to calculate 6 one should knov the values of e and 6 in the

presence of electromagnetism. Generally, this is & rather difficult task

but, as we want to show in the following,this problem can be reasonably

treated,at least in the approximation of the SU(3) and SU].(2) invariance of

the vacuum (i.e. if |c'| « 1 and |d'| « 1 vhere c1 * <fo|ug|0> / <0|u Q

and d' « ^ 0 | u ^ | 0 ^ / ^Olu-lo^ but |8 « d'/c' can take any reasonable

value in such a Unit).

As to the value of the parameter c ,ve shall simply ad hoc but-

reasonably assume that the value of c is practically unchanged by electro-

magnetic effects and thus in the approximation |c'|« \&' \ « 1 we shall

use c s -0.8° */? *-1.25 . Then, to evaluate B ve shall use the

experimental value of the ratio T(K * nv)/r(n • u\>), which is measured in

the processes K* -• v*v and IT* + U v . This gives

-T- ion J •= 0t21SS (29)

where f and
Cabibbo angle.

r, cr? 'hf. ccrrespondinR decay conBtants end 9 is the
-r^Fi. *he use of the Vurd identity technique and



(within the approximation jc'| as |d'J « l) consistently end reasonably

assuming the pole dominance at least for the IT and . K meson systems vith

small masses, it can be founa that " -"•'

or, equivalently,

2/5"

(30a)

(30b)

where the more suitable parameter B

the parameter d' (

d'/e' is used. The small value of

'S << 1) can be obtained from the electromagnetic

mass differences of the pseudoscalsr mesons In the form

~ * - f x 10

(30

Taking c a -0.89 -I? and &' from Eq.(3l) and via £qs.(28) and (30)

the relation {29) can be fitted rather well by putting B/(V?- 6) sr -D.15.

Thus, ve obtain sin6 5s0.25 and f / f «1.Q7 {or, fv tan6/f a> 0.276)

which (as one expects) are reasonable predictions within the used

approximation |c* ] « jd'l « 1 (if c' = d ' -* 0 then f = f ) and these

19) 20)
predictions are in very good agreement with experiment - The

determination of the accuracy of the presented evaluations of B (and then

also 6) is di f f icul t , but to have a guess one can reasonably assume that

this accuracy should not be smaller than the accuracy in the evaluation of

d' through Eq.(31), which has been derived in the same approximations

| c ' | »* |d ' j « 1 . Since the error of the validity of Eo.(31) has been shown

to be expected to be -

-about 10j,we also expect the same 10J error in the evaluation of 6 , an error

which is due to the approximations used. Thus, the value sin9 * 0.25 ± 0.025

is consistent with the present Cabibbo angle picture within the (3,3) + (3,3)

model.

-2
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7 1 . CONCLUSION

In this paper a theory of the Cabibbo angle has been suggested.within

the framework of the breakdown of the SU(3) symmetry. This breakdown is

generally due to the presence of strong ana electromagnetic interactions.

The theory presented fixes the angle 6 by linking together the usual

Cabibbo rotation exp(2i6F ) and the complete SU{3) breaking of the HaJtiltonien

and the vacuim. One subsidiary condition has been shown to be needed in

order to have a complete theory of the Cabibbo angle. ThiB condition hypothesises

properties of the non-physical hadronic world if weak interactions conserve

strangeness ( i . e . 6 = 0 ) . We have supposed in thiB case that pions have

zero masses andj[the only forces responsible for the isotopic symmetry breaking

are the usual photontic forces. In such a way we have shown that electro-

magnetic interactions can contribute to the value of 6 only through the

non-vanishing vacuum expectation value of a certain scalar field.

The reformulation of these general considerations have been shown to be

straightforward and obvious for a specific and interesting case of the (3,3) + 11,3)

chii-al symmetry-breaking model. Then, through the use of the approximation

of the SU(3) invariance of the vacuum we have reasonably explained the

experimentally acceptable value of the Cabibbo angle (sin6 « 0.25) even vith-

out introducing the £,u, tadpole-like term into the hadronic Hamiltonian.
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